FIBERGLASS SHIELD
SPEC SHEET 2019
Standard FRP Ware Pad, Saddle, Shield Circumference
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STANDARDS:
SIZES: [2”2.6 ID] [4”4.7 ID] [6”6.8 ID] [8”8.8 ID] [10”11 ID] [12”13 ID] [14”14 ID] [16”16 ID]
LENGTHS: 6” 9” 12” 18” THICKNESS: .09” - .125”
Custom sizes and lengths are available. Wear pad thickness: .25” or 6mm
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• Made to withstand sun, cold, water, salt
and heat exposure.
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• Manufactured from fiberglass reinforced
vinylester resin.

• Precision made to fasten securely to
tape-wrapped pipe.
• 240 degree shields are flexible enough
to install easily.
• Sharp edges are rounded to protect the
installer’s hands.
• Rounded corners to prevent snagging
tape during installation

WARE PADS & SADDLES
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• Custom cut in smaller diameters.
• Inside surfaces are abraded to allow for
a more adhesive surface for glues and
epoxies.
• Ware pads can be ordered in thicknesses
of .125” to .25”.

ROGUE STRATEGIC MANUFACTURING - 40 Odell School Road, Unit 13 - Concord, NC 28027 - 980-322-3418
roguestrategic.com - sales@roguestrategic.com

ABOUT US
Rogue Strategic Manufacturing, LLC or RSM, is a minority-owned, family business based in
Concord, North Carolina.
Founded by Art Henson, the company started as a partnership to provide fiberglass shields for
one of the largest bridge utility construction companies in the southeast.
Through the use of custom-designed machines, RSM can turn around orders quickly to keep
your project moving - all with great customer service and a competitive price.
RSM has provided thousands of shields for natural gas pipeline projects across the country and
continues to seek out new opportunities.
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